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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Louth County Council the “Client” intends to carry out, in an integrated,
comprehensive and planned manner the construction of new greenway sections.

1.2

The proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway, refer to Figure 1.1, will create a new
cross-border greenway linking into existing elements of trail, joining Newry City in
Northern Ireland to Carlingford Town in the Republic of Ireland. The new stretch will
connect to the Newry Towpath, part of National Cycle Route 9 resulting in a total
length of 52km of cross-border greenway along the east coast of the island of Ireland.

1.3

This report details Route Corridor Options that were considered at concept design
stage, outlines the assessment criteria that was applied to each option and
summaries the results of the assessment scoring.

Figure 1.1: Location Map
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2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

The objective of the scheme is the construction of approximately 6.6 km of new
cross-border greenway in accordance with prevailing cycling standards (DN-GEO03047 April 2017).

2.2

The Carlingford Lough Greenway will form the northern section of a proposed
greenway link from Belfast to Dublin often referred to as the Great Eastern
Greenway. This greenway will enable walkers and cyclists to travel off-road between
Belfast and Dublin.

2.3

The defined sections of the Carlingford Lough Greenway are as follows:
a)

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina, a length 1.3 km is to be designed
and built as part of this project.

b)

The existing Carlingford to Omeath Greenway was constructed in 2013 and
consists of 6.8 km of trail from the centre of Omeath to Carlingford Marina. This
popular section of existing trail had over 53,000 users in 2016.

c)

From Victoria Lock to Omeath, crossing the national border 1.7 km south of
Victoria Lock, adjacent to the R173 road south of the border and the B79 road
north of the border, and continuing 3.6 km to Omeath village giving a total length
of 5.3 km. This is to be designed and built as part of this project.

d)

From the Albert Basin, Newry to Victoria Lock using an existing earth bank,
known as the Middlebank, that retains the Newry Canal, separating it from the
Clanrye River: length 3.5 km. This section was open in 2018.

2.4

The proposed Carlingford Lough Greenway shall comprise lengths of unbound
greenway, asphalt greenway and detailed engineered solutions where required.

2.5

For this scheme the proposed new cross-border greenway site extends from
Carlingford Town to the Victoria Lock Car Park and Amenity site and can be divided
into three distinct sections as follows:

•

Section I – Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina;

•

Section II – Omeath Pier to the Republic of Ireland (RoI) / Northern Ireland (NI) Border

•

Section III – RoI / NI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site.
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3.0

ROUTE CORRIDOR OPTIONS

3.1

A number of Route Corridor Options were considered between the client and the
design team for each of the three new greenway sections, based on the aims and
objectives of a Business Plan (procured by LCC and completed by PKF in 2018) and
on the Constraints, Opportunities and Areas of Interest.

3.2

This report focuses on the Route Corridor Options at concept design stage for
Section III: NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock. Section III had four Route Corridor
Options considered and assessed as show on Figure 3.1 overleaf.
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Figure 3.1: NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Route Corridor Options
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3.3

Option A - Blue Corridor

3.3.1

This option commences at the National NI / RoI Border. The greenway generally
runs along the R173 / Fathom Line along the Carlingford Lough side.

3.3.2

The proposed greenway from the NI / RoI border comprises a 3m wide shared use
cycle and pedestrian facility, surfaced with an unbound blinded granular surface
along the coastal verge of the R173 (refer to Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Typical 3m wide Unbound Greenway Construction

3.3.3

Further north; due to limited verge width between the R173 and Carlingford Lough
the 3m wide shared use cycle and pedestrian path will require construction of an
engineered embankment over the top of the existing sea-wall revetment to provide
sufficient width of greenway along the R173 (refer to Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Proposed Engineering Embankment / Causeway
3.3.4

In areas where verge width is sufficient e.g. at Rough Island, the greenway would be
made up of a standard 3m wide unbound path (refer to Figure 3.2).
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3.3.5

The proposed engineered embankment would terminate south of the Victoria Lock
amenity site.

3.3.6

Greenway users would be directed through the Victoria Lock Amenity Site on a
proposed 3m wide asphalt greenway, crossing the vehicular access road at one
location to connect to the existing Omeath Greenway.
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3.4

Option B - Orange Corridor

3.4.1

This option commences at the National NI / RoI Border. The greenway generally
runs along the R173 / Fathom Line crossing between the coast side and the inland
side at two locations.

3.4.2

The initial section of the route from the NI / RoI border comprises a 3m wide shared
use cycle and pedestrian facility, surfaced with an unbound blinded granular surface
along the coastal verge of the R173 (refer to Figure 3.2).

3.4.3

Due to limited verge width between the R173 and Carlingford Lough the greenway
is constructed on top of an engineered embankment over the top of the existing seawall revetment as per Option A.

3.4.4

On reaching Rough Island a grade separated crossing point would be provided
comprising a 12m span steel footbridge spanning the R173 (refer to Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Proposed Grade Separated Crossing Point

3.4.5

Once on the inland side of the R173, greenway users would utilise an existing
asphalt path which runs through Fathom Forest (see Figure 3.5).

3.4.6

A second steel footbridge would provide grade separated access for pedestrians and
cyclists between the forest path and the Victoria Lock Amenity Site.

3.4.7

Greenway users would be directed through the Victoria Lock Amenity Site on a
proposed 3m wide asphalt greenway to connect to the existing Omeath Greenway.
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3.5

Option C - Green Corridor

3.5.1

This option commences at the National NI / RoI Border. The greenway generally
runs along the R173 / Fathom Line crossing between the coast side and the inland
side at two locations.

3.5.2

The initial section of the route from the NI / RoI border comprises a 3m wide shared
use cycle and pedestrian facility, surfaced with an unbound blinded granular surface
along the coastal verge of the R173 (refer to Figure 3.2).

3.5.3

Further north; due to limited verge width between the R173 and Carlingford Lough
the path will require construction of an engineered bridge within Carlingford Lough
to provide sufficient width of greenway adjacent to the R173 (refer to Figure 3.6).

3.5.4

Greenway users would utilise a 555m long steel bridge structure approximately 2m
wide to reach Rough Island. In the lands of Rough Island the greenway would consist
of a 3m wide unbound blinded granular surface course (refer to Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.5: Proposed Mono Piled Structure

3.5.5

After Rough Island users would again utilise the proposed steel bridge structure; 2m
wide and 900m in length to reach the Victoria Lock Amenity Site. Greenway users
would be directed through the Victoria Lock Amenity Site on a proposed 3m wide
asphalt greenway, crossing the vehicular access road at one location to connect to
the existing Omeath Greenway.
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3.6

Option D - Red Corridor

3.6.1

This option commences at the National NI / RoI Border. The greenway generally
runs along the R173 / Fathom Line crossing between the coast side and the inland
side at two locations.

3.6.2

The initial section of the route from the NI / RoI border comprises a 3m wide shared
use cycle and pedestrian facility, surfaced with an unbound blinded granular surface
along the coastal verge of the R173 (refer to Figure 3.2).

3.6.3

The users would then cross the R173 via a new at grade uncontrolled crossing and
follow a 2- 3m wide asphalt pathway along the inland side of the R173, crossing a
number of private property entrances.

3.6.4

This asphalt pathway would run until the edge of Fathom Forest where the path
would join an unbound pathway along the line of the old railway. The greenway users
would therefore move away from the road, inland and around a derelict building
locally known as “Patsy’s Parlour”.

3.6.5

The unbound greenway will join an existing forest path within Fathom Forest, which
cyclist and pedestrian would use as a shared surface (refer to Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Existing Asphalt pathway through Fathom Forest
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3.6.6

At the end of the forest path greenway users would be directed onto a new proposed
asphalt path which will bring users back along the R173 and cross the R173 to the
Victoria Lock Amenity Park via a new at grade uncontrolled crossing.

3.6.7

Greenway users would be directed through the Victoria Lock Amenity Site on a
proposed 3m wide asphalt greenway to connect to the existing Omeath Greenway.
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4.0

ROUTE CORRIDOR ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

4.1

The Route Corridor Assessment Criteria set out the criteria used to compare the
Route Corridors, and select the Preferred Route Corridor Option and are based on
the Scheme Assessment Reporting (SAR) assessment criteria outlined in TD37/93
of the DMRB & Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII, formerly National Roads
Authority) Project Management Guidelines.

4.2

The DMRB & TII criteria are more relevant to motorway and road schemes and are
not strictly relevant to greenway schemes, therefore, the Route Corridor Assessment
Criteria have been adapted to reflect the proposed greenway scheme.

4.3

The Preferred Route Selection Process, which is outlined in this report, will assess each of
the Route Corridors identified in Section 3.0 against Eleven Assessment Criteria
outlined below.

4.4

The criteria adopted for the greenway scheme are informed by the user preferences
that were identified in the Fáilte Ireland Cycling and Activities Research, guidance
from EuroVelo documents and international best practice.
Modal Shift
NWGN Modal Shift aims and objectives will be assessed against each route corridor.
We will consider each corridor in relation to its connectivity / proximity to towns and
villages, residential areas, schools and places of work and it’s potential to impact on
the way in which people commute and travel between these places. High score will
be awarded where a corridor has potential to deliver significant change in how the
local population commute and travel.
Connections and Local Access
Connections and Local Access Criteria will assess how each corridor links greenway
users to local amenities such as accommodation, food and retail outlets, comfort
breaks and public transport.
Cultural, Heritage and Visual Attractions
This criteria will compare how each corridor connects greenway users with notable
Cultural, Heritage and Visual Attractions within the Study Area.
Landscape and Visual
An assessment of the landscape and views along each corridor will be carried out.
A Landscape & Visual Assessment will be completed which will rate the views at key
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points along each corridor, with high scores awarded where a corridor option
provides striking or exceptional views across the landscape.
Flora, Fauna and the Environment
Similar to ‘Landscape and Visual’ criteria, we will assess how each corridor provides
a connection to notable flora and fauna within the Study Area. We will also consider
proximity to designated environmental sites, e.g. Special Areas of Conservation
(SAC), Special Protection Areas, (SPA) and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB).
The effect of the construction of a proposed corridor on the environment will also be
considered and corridors that negatively impact on the environment will score less
highly than those which do not.
Physical Constraints
Physical Constraints, e.g. topography, river / stream crossing points, carriageway
crossing points and local ‘pinch’ points, likelihood of flooding will inform the design
of the preferred greenway. While significant changes in topography and river /
stream crossing points bring opportunities for scenic landscape views and attractive
features along a Greenway they can also present design and construction
challenges in relation to achieving desired gradients.
Carriageway crossing points can deter greenway users and ‘pinch’ points, or
sections of where path width varies, can make the greenway a less attractive amenity.
These issues also present safe design challenges.
In assessing each of the Route Corridors, these types of physical constraints will be
considered and scored accordingly.
Quality of Service
For a Greenway to attract high volumes of pedestrians / cyclists it must provide an
attractive ‘product’.
The key desirable features of a Greenway are described below and Route Corridors
that can deliver these features will score highly.

•

Segregated from vehicular traffic or in compliance with European Certification
Standard Manual.

•

Safe and accessible for all greenway users

•

Developed in accordance with best practise and international standards, and;
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•

Substantially ‘off road’, .i.e. through green field lands, preferably where 3rd party land
acquisitions are not required.

Material Assets and Human Beings
This criteria is defined by two sub-headings as follows:
Existing Land Use: The impact of a corridor on existing land use will be an important
consideration. High scores will be achieved where the proposed corridor uses lands
of which have low or neutral usage value, or where existing path networks are
developed. Lands which have a high usage value (e.g. agricultural) and on which
the proposed greenway may have a negative impact, will score less well.
Land Ownership: Land ownership will be a key factor when considering the suitability
of a route corridor. Where private land purchase is not required, higher scores will
be achieved. Conversely, if large tracts of private lands are required to construct the
greenway, this will result is lower scores. Preference given to options that do not
require the acquisition of 3rd party lands. In sections of a route corridor where this is
unavoidable 3rd party land take will be minimised with severance of land boundaries
avoided as far as practicable.
Potential Cost
The potential cost of each corridor option will be assessed against the overall project
budget. At this stage of the design process, a fixed rate per km of Greenway will be
estimated and applied to each route. For each corridor an assessment of structures
(e.g. bridges, river crossings) will be included in the estimated costs, based on
previous experience, high cost options will receive a lower score than lower cost
options.
Physical cross-border connectivity
The SMART Activity Targets of this project are:
•

Construct 6.6 km of Carlingford Lough Greenway between Newry and Carlingford.

•

To have 150 people utilize the Greenway to commute cross-border to work/education
on a regular basis over a 5 year period.

•

To have equivalent of 30 people using Greenway to commute cross-border to work
education on a daily basis

How the scheme will achieve the identified SMART targets:
•

Creates a safe and attractive active travel cross-border route from Carlingford to
Newry for commuters and others.
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•

Will engage schools and the local population in utilizing the greenway and commuting
to work.

Therefore any Route Corridor considered must achieve these targets.
Public Feedback
The views of members of the public on the highest scoring route option will be
recorded vis the Northing Ireland Pre Application Notice Community Consultation
event (PACC). Conclusions from the event are outlined within the PACC Report.
4.5

Scoring

4.5.1

Each route corridor will be scored against the assessment criteria using the following
scoring matrix, where the most favourable rating for a particular criteria will be +3
(green) and the least favourable will be -3 (red). The Preferred Route Corridor will
be the Route with the highest overall score.

Figure 4.1: Scoring Matrix
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5.0

ROUTE CORRIDOR ASSESSMENT

5.1

Option A - Blue Corridor – Coastal Embankment

Assessment Criteria

Score / Comments
Provides a direct route from the Section II greenway to Victoria Lock
to the existing Newry Greenway and on to Newry City.

Modal Shift

+2

Includes no crossings of the R173.
However; provides no direct link to adjacent residential properties
which would be segregated from the greenway by the R173 and a
safety barrier.

Connections and Local
Access

+2

Provides a direct link to Carlingford, Omeath and Newry via
proposed and existing greenways.

Cultural, Heritage and
Visual Attractions

+2

The proposed greenway connects Carlingford, Omeath and Newry to
Victoria Lock (scheduled monument).

Landscape and Visual

+3

Provides exceptional and striking views across Carlingford Lough
from the embankment.

Flora, Fauna and the
Environment

-2

Provides excellent views of, and a connection to the sand / shingle /
mudflats of the ASSI.
However the embankment would have a footprint within the ASSI.

Physical Constraints

-1

Quality of Service

+2

Construction is along a narrow verge with limited width.
No crossing points required.
Greenway is segregated from vehicle traffic, is safe and accessible,
developed to standards, not substantially off-road.
Greenway is predominantly within the road verge and on-top of the
existing revetment which are considered land of low usage value and
are all within the ownership of DfI Roads.

Material Assets and
Human Beings

+1

Potential Cost

+1

The construction costs of the embankment are considered within
budget; however SI costs will be significant.

Physical Cross-Border
Connectivity

+3

Connects proposed RoI Greenway to existing greenway within NI as
far as Newry City.

Total Score

13

Proposals will extend the foot of the revetment further than the
current wall; encroaching into Carlingford Lough ASSI.
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5.2

Option B - Orange Corridor – Coastal Embankment, Bridges & Forest Path

Assessment Criteria

Score / Comments
Provides a direct route from the Section II greenway to Victoria Lock
/ existing Newry Greenway and on to Newry.

Modal Shift

+1

Connections and Local
Access

+2

Provides a direct link to Carlingford, Omeath and Newry via
proposed and existing greenways.

Cultural, Heritage and
Visual Attractions

+3

The proposed greenway connects Carlingford, Omeath and Newry to
Victoria Lock (scheduled monument) and runs along the old
Greenore Railway line past low stone walls and other remnants of
the railway.

Landscape and Visual

+3

Provides exceptional and striking views across Carlingford Lough
from the greenway embankment and the bridges along with unique
views within Fathom Forest.

Flora, Fauna and the
Environment

-2

Physical Constraints

-2

However includes two crossings of the R173 (less direct); and
provides no direct link to adjacent residential properties which would
be segregated from the greenway by the R173 and a safety barrier.

Provides excellent views of, and a connection to the sand / shingle /
mudflats of the ASSI and the flora and fauna on Rough Island and
Fathom Forest.
However the embankment would have a footprint within the ASSI
and the bridge structures would have a large footprint within Rough
Island.
Construction is along a narrow verge with limited width.

Quality of Service

+1

Two crossing points required with limited space for the large steel
structures required to provide suitable gradients for cyclists.
Greenway is segregated from vehicle traffic, is safe and accessable,
grade separated crossings, developed to standsrds, not substantially
off-road.
However large access ramps will be required to the bridge structures
to provide suitable gradients.
Greenway is within the road verge and on-top of an existing
refetment and on the Fathom Forest existing pathway – considered
land of low usage value and all within the ownership of DfI Roads
and Forest Service.

Material Assets and
Human Beings

-1

Potential Cost

-3

The construction costs of the embankment and bridge are
considered above budget and SI costs will be significant.

Physical Cross-Border
Connectivity

+3

Connects proposed RoI Greenway to existing greenway within NI as
far as Newry.

Total Score

5

Proposals will extend the foot of the revetment further than the
current wall; encroaching into Carlingford Lough ASSI and a large
area of land is required for the bridge and ramp structures.
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5.3

Option C - Green Corridor – Mono-Piled Structure

Assessment Criteriae

Green Corridor
Provides a direct route from the Section II greenway to Victoria Lock
/ existing Newry Greenway and on to Newry.

Modal Shift

+2

Includes no crossings of the R173.
However; provides no direct link to adjacent residential properties
which would be segregated from the greenway as it is suituated off
the coast.

Connections and Local
Access

+2

Provides a direct link to Carlingford, Omeath and Newry via
proposed and existing greenways.

Cultural, Heritage and
Visual Attractions

+2

The proposed greenway connects Carlingford, Omeath and Newry to
Victoria Lock (scheduled monument).

Landscape and Visual

+3

Provides unique, exceptional and striking views across Carlingford
Lough from the mono-piled structure.

Flora, Fauna and the
Environment

-1

Physical Constraints

-2

Provides excellent views of, and a connection to the sand / shingle /
mudflats of the ASSI.
However the mono-piled structure would have a minor footprint
within the ASSI.
Construction requires piling and steelwork within the coastal
environment of unknown deposit depths.
No crossing points required.

Quality of Service

+1

Greenway is segregated from vehicle traffic, is safe and accessable,
grade separated crossings, developed to standards, not substantially
off-road.
However large access ramps will be required to the bridge structures
to provide suitable gradients.

Material Assets and
Human Beings

-1

Proposals require no other significant land take and no private land
owners. However the mono-piled structure would be situated within
as ASSI and within Loughs Agency landownership.

Potential Cost

-1

The construction costs of the embankment are considered within
budged; however SI costs will be significant.

Physical Cross-Border
Connectivity

+3

Connects proposed RoI Greenway to existing greenway within NI as
far as Newry.

Total Score

8
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5.4

Option D - Red Corridor – Roadside footway and Forest Path

Assessment Criteria

Green Corridor
Provides a direct route from the Section II greenway to Victoria Lock
/ existing Newry Greenway and on to Newry.

Modal Shift

+2

Provides a direct link to the greenway for adjacent residential
properties.
However it includes two crossings of the R173 (less direct).

Connections and Local
Access

+3

Provides a direct link to Carlingford, Omeath and Newry via
proposed and existing greenways.
Route will provide access to land locally known as Patsy’s Parlour
which is marked for potential future development.

Cultural, Heritage and
Visual Attractions

+2

The proposed greenway connects Carlingford, Omeath and Newry to
the Victoria Lock (scheduled monument) and runs along the old
Greenore Railway line past low stone walls and other remnants of
the railway.

Landscape and Visual

+2

Provides exceptional and striking views across Carlingford Lough
from the R173 footway along with unique views within Fathom
Forest.

Flora, Fauna and the
Environment

+2

Provides some views of and a connection to the sand / shingle /
mudflats of the ASSI and good views of and connection to the flora
and fauna within Fathom Forest and no footprint within the ASSI.

Physical Constraints

-1

Construction is along a narrow verge with limited width for the
footway.
Two at grade crossing points required.

Quality of Service

+1

Greenway is adjacent to but segregated from vehicle traffic, and is
safe and accessable,
However there are at-grade crossings and some departures from
standards required for crossing points and widths.
Greenway is within the road verge and on the Fathom Forest existing
pathway – considered land of low usage value and predominantly
within the ownership of DfI Roads and Forest Service.

Material Assets and
Human Beings

+2

Potential Cost

+3

The construction costs of the footpath and forest path are considered
within budged and SI costs will be limited to areas of retaining or
areas within Fathom Forest.

Physical Cross-Border
Connectivity

+3

Connects proposed RoI Greenway to existing greenway within NI as
far as Newry.

Total Score

19

Proposals will extend past the front of privately owned residential
land and through land under the ownership of Patsy’s Parlour –
however is is condisered road verge / land of low usage value.
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6.0

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

6.1

Each Route Corridor had a number of positives and negatives identified during initial
assessment.

6.2

The assessment criteria as outlined in this report was applied to each option and
scores awarded accordingly. Final scores are presented in the Table 6.1 below.

6.3

This assessment process provided one Route Corridor Option to be carried forward
to public consultation. The Red Corridor will be presented to public consultations in
August 2019.

6.4

Responses from the public consultations will be outlined in a Public Consultation
Report and the above scoring will be reviewed and the report updated to include.

6.5

Scoring the feedback from the event against the final Assessment Criteria: Public
Feedback; resulted in the scores presented in the Table 6.1 below (full scoring
outlined overleaf).
Route Corridor
Option

Overall Score

Blue

13

Orange

6

Green

8

Red

19

Table 6.1: Summary of Scores
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7.0

CONCLUSION

7.1

This assessment process provided one Route Corridor Option to be carried forward
to public consultation. The Red Corridor will be presented to public consultations in
August 2019.

7.2

Feedback from the public consultation will be reviewed, summarised within the
PACC report, and any required amendments made to the planning proposals.
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